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Abstract— In Myanmar, there are still many challenges for NLP Researchs and Developements.
Bilingual lexicon between Myanmar (Burmese) and other Ethnic Languages   is one of many challenges.
This paper persent word-to-word translation between Myanmar (Burmese) and Ethnic languages
extracted from sentence-level parallel corpora. This is the first time that a bilingual or cross-linigual
lexicon has been developed based on between Myanmar and other Ethnic languages. The languages
pairs between Myanmar (Burmese) and Ethnic languages are constructed for the bilingual or cross-
linigual lexicon based on 12 Myanmar (Burmese) and Ethnic Languages. To obtain this dataset, we use
a count-based bilingual lexicon extraction model based on the observation that not only source and
target words but also source words themselves can be highly correlated [1]. According to the Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) rate, the evaluation of word-to-word translation between Myanmar (Burmese) and
Ethnic languages   is acceptable level for all language pairs. Then we examined the human evaluation for
some ethinc language pairs in this paper. Some ethnic language pairs are a level of satisfaction among
the ethnic languages where human evaluation was conducted.

Index Terms—Bilingual lexicons, word-to-word Translation, Myanmar (Burmese) and Ethnic lan-
guages.

I. Introduction

THERE are eight main ethnic groups in Myanmar.
Some ethinic groups have their own languages. As

Myanmar ethnic languages   are low resource languages,
there are still very challenges in Myanmar NLP Researchs
and Developements. The main challenge is the Myanmar
Ethnic data sets are rarely for publicly available and thre
are still difficulties in the preprocessing steps.
Bilingual lexicons [2] are valuable resources for cross-
lingual tasks, including low-resource machine translation
[3] [4] and cross-lingual word embeddings [5]. However, it
is often difficult to find a large enough set of bilingual
lexicons that is freely and readily available across various
language pairs [6].
Motivated by the lack of publicly available and high
coverage bilingual lexicons for 12 Myanmar (Burmese) and
Ethnic Languages, we present word-to-word translation.
There are approximately a hundred languages spoken
in Myanmar [7]. Among them, word-to-word translation
are evaluate for some Ethnic languages based on Myan-
mar(Burmese) language. The word-to-word translations
are constructed based on the Myanmar (my), Biek (bk),
Mizo Chin (ch), Jingpho Kachin (kc), Kayah (ky), Mon
(mo), western Pwo Kayin (pk), Pa’O (po), Rakhine (rk),
Rawang (rw), Shan (sh) and S’gaw Kayin (sk) languages.
For these languages, there are 24 language pairs. In this
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paper, we consider approaches based on (monolingual and
cross-lingual) cooccurrence counts: co-occurrences, point-
wise mutual information (PMI), and co-occurrences with
controlled predictive effects (CPE).
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. A
brief related work of word-to-word translation systems
for different language pairs is presented in the section
II. The upcoming section (III) is language introduction
and the next section (IV) is a summarization of word-
to-word dataset. Section V describes the methodologies
used in the word-to-word experiments. The next section
VI, we present parallel corpus preparation between Myan-
mar (Burmese) and other Ethnic languages for word-to-
word translation and some word segementation rules for
those languages. Section VII presents the used evaluation
schemes to determine the performance of word-to-wrod
translation. Section VIII discusses the exprimental results
accorrding to the evaluation schemes. The summary of
word to word translation and futher research are presented
in Section IX.

II. Related Work
The paper [8] are extracted automatically Bilingual

lexicons for Low resource languages (Spanish-Nahuatl)
pairs. Parallel corpora size for these language are available
small amount. [8]The proposal is to construct bilingual
word vectors from a graph. This graph is generated using
translation pairs obtained from an unsupervised word
alignment method.
[9]The author state that bilingual dictionary can be build
without using any parallel corpora, by aligning mono-
lingual word embedding spaces in an unsupervised way.
According to the test results, They can even translate
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distant language pairs such as English-Russian or English-
Chinese.
The research paper [10] listed context-based projection
method, the projection of monolingual word embeddings,
as well as a method dedicated to identify translations of
rare words. The effect of these methods is to experiment
the translation of English words on Wikipedia into French
Words.
The main purpose of [11] paper is to construct word-
aligned parallel corpus to be able in Myanmar-English
machine translation. The first three IBM models and EM
algorithm are proposed for translation between words in
one language and in other language.
In [1], present cross-lingual word translations extracted
from sentence-level parallel corpora. The paper provides
top-k word translations in 3,564 (directed) language pairs
across 62 languages in [12]. The author consider ap-
proaches based on (monolingual and cross-lingual) cooc-
currence counts: co-occurrences, pointwise mutual infor-
mation (PMI), and co-occurrences with controlled predic-
tive effects (CPE) to build biligual or cross-lingual word
translation.
Based on the experimental results of previous works, in
this paper, the word-to-word translation for Low resource
languages (Burmese and Other Ethnic languages) experi-
ments were carried out based on 12 languages.

III. Languages Introduction
Figure 1 shows the different languages used by different

ethnic groups using different colors. For example, for the
Burmans, orange color is used; Green color is used for
Shan and red color is used for Karen and so on. Some
languages have more than one dialect language. However,
the image does not keep going to color for the dialect
languages. You can get an overview of the ethnic groups
in Myanmar and the languages they use by looking at the
Figure 1. Each ethnic group has its own language, so better
communication is needed for every topic. That’s why we
proposed this paper.
Although the Burmese language is used as an official lan-
guage, every Ethnic groups also have their own language
and language structure. Similarly, some ethnic groups
which have the dialect language have own dialect language
structures. There are also ethnic languages with more
than one dialect language ( For example Burmese, Karen,
Kachin and Chin languages ). Some ethnic languages are
derived from the Burmese script as their own scripts. Some
ethnic languages are derived from the Latin script. Word
order of some Ethinc languages are not same order.
The alphabet of ethnic languages used in the proposed
system; Grammar, Phonology, Vocabulary, Orthography,
History, Writing system and Religion are described in the
following paragraph. You can also estimate the number of
language users and where the language is used. You can
also learn the dialect languages of these languages.
You can learn the basics of the Burmese language at [21].
Sentence structure of Burmese are as follow :
English(eg): She knew me.

Burmese(my): သူမ က ကျွန်ေတာ့် ကုိ သိ ခ့ဲတယ် ။
The word order of the Burmese language is generally
sub+obj+verbs. [22] explains Myeik language. It is one
dialect language of Burmese. you will find the basic nature
of the Chin language and sentence structures at [23], [24].
Chin is also a language with many dialect languages. In
[25], present the kachin ( Jingpho ) language.
English(eg): He is a boy.
Kachin(kc): shi gaw la sha langai re le .
Kayah language is one of the proposed ethnic languages
in this paper. The nature of language structure can study
in the [26], [27]. [28] explain the concept of mon language.
The sentence sturcture of mon language is:
English(eg): Will you not bring it for me?
Mon(mo): ဟံွ ေကတ်နင် သွက် အဲ ရပုဟ်ဟာ ။
The Karen are the third largest ethnic group in Myanmar.
It is also an ethnic group with many local languages.
S’gaw Karen (sk) is one of the most widely spoken Karen
languages. You can learn the basic details here [29]. An-
other local Karen proposed in this paper is Western Pwo
Karen (pk). [30] Here is a basic guide to the language
of Western Po Karen. The following example shows the
sentence structure of S’gaw Karen (sk) and Western Po
Karen (pk): English(eg): She will not ask me.
S’gaw Karen(sk): တမ့ၢ် အဝဲ က သံကွၢ် ယၤ ဘၣ်.
English(eg): Is it possible to try to forget someone

you really love?
Western Pwo Karen(pk): ဆၧကျၭ့စၨၭ ၥၭနၪ့ခံွၬ ၦ လဂၩ လၧ

ပ အဲၪဘၪ တၡါၡါ နီၪ မ က နၥ့့ၪ ဧၪ ?
sk and pk languages script are derived from Burmese
script. But word orders are not the same with Burmese.
The word order of sk and pk languages are generally
sub+verb+obj order and same with english language. [17],
[31] explain the Pa’O language. It is also drived from the
Buremese script. Arakanese (also known as Rakhine) is a
language closely related to Burmese. It is used Burmese
script. Word order is same with the Burmese. The basic
natures of Rakhine language are explain in [32] and [33].
Rawang is spoken in Putao District, northern Kachin
State. It is a Kachin ethnic group. This paper is also
proposed the Rawang language. The basic element of the
Rawang language can see at [34]. The sentence structure
of language is as follow:
English(eg): This is Secretary Shwe.
Rawang(rw): YÀGǾNØ̀ BVNLĪÀNGKÀNG YWĒ

ÍÈ.
Finally, the ethnic language we want to propose is Shan.
The Shan are also Myanmar’s second largest ethnic group.
The basice concetp of Shan language are explain in [18]
and [35].

IV. The Word-to-Word Dataset

We focus on the language pairs between Myanmar
(Burmese) and Ethinc languages. Although these lan-
guages   are spoken by Myanmar and other ethnic groups,
data sets for that language pairs are scarce. So the pro-
pose system started introducing word-to-word translation
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Fig. 1: Ethnolinguistic_map_of_Burma_1972_en

between Myanmar (Burmese) and some ethnic languages.
We support 24 language pairs from 12 languages   for word-
to-word translation. The lexicon size of the entire dataset
is 15743. Average translation accuracy is 91. But we need
to compute for more accurate. An overview of the entire
dataset is shown in Table I.

V. Methodology
Bilingual lexicon extraction (BLE) is a task in natural

language processing. The goal of (BLE) is to search word-

level correspondences from a (parallel) corpus. There are
many difference approaches for (BLE).
[1]Among them, we focus on simple approaches that
can work well with various sizes of parallel corpora. In
particular, we avoid methods that require high-resource
parallel corpora (e.g., neural machine translation) or exter-
nal corpora (e.g., unsupervised or semi- supervised cross-
lingual word embeddings). Also, since bilingual word-to-
word mappings are hardly one-to-one [2]; [13]; [6], we
consider methods that yield relevance scores between every
source-target word pair, such that we can extract not
just one but the top-5 correspondences. For these reasons,
we consider approaches based on (monolingual and cross-
lingual) co-occurrence counts: co-occurrences, pointwise
mutual information (PMI), and co-occurrences with con-
trolled predictive effects (CPE).

1) Co-occurrences
The simplest baseline for our goal is to compute the co-

occurrences between each source word x and target word
y. For each source word x, we can score any target word
y based on the conditional probability p(y|x) ∝ p(x, y):

p(y|x) = p(x, y)

p(x)
≈ #(x, y)

#(x)
∝ #(x, y) (1)

where #(·) denotes the number of co-occurrence counts
of the word or word pair across the parallel corpus. The
top-k translations of source word x can be computed as
the top-k target words with respect to their co-occurrence
counts with x.

2) Pointwise Mutual Information
Another simple baseline is pointwise mutual informa-

tion(PMI), which further accounts for the monolingual
frequency of a candidate target word y:

p(x, y) = log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

≈ log
#(x, y)

#(x)#(y)
∝ log#(x, y)−log#(y)

(2)

Compared to the co-occurrence model in (1), PMI can
help prevent stop words from obtaining high scores. The
use of PMI has been connected to the skip-gram with
negative sampling (SGNS) [14] model of word2vec [15].
PMI can also be interpreted as a conditional version of
TF-IDF [2].

3) Controlled Predictive Effects
While conditional probability and PMI are proportional

to cross-lingual co-occurrence counts, they can fail to
distinguish exactly which source word in the sentence is
the most predictive of the corresponding target word in
the translated sentence. To deal with this issue, we add a
correction term that averages the probability of seeing y
given a confounder x′ in the source language, i.e. p(y|x′).
This probability is then weighted by the probability of
actually seeing that confounder, i.e. p(x′|x). We call the
resulting approach as the method of controlled predictive
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TABLE I: An overviews of word-to-word datasets

Languages 12
Language pairs 24

Avg. Lexicon Size 15743
Avg. Translations 91

effects (CPE).
Formally, we define the corrected CPE score as follows:

CPE(y|x) = p(y|x)−
∑
x′∈X

p(y|x′)p(x′|x)

=
∑
x′∈X

CPEy|x(x
′)p(x′|x)

(3)

where X is the source vocabulary and
CPEy|x(x

′)

denotes the CPE term of any other source word x′ when
predicting y from x. Formally, this term is defined as 4

CPEy|x = p(y|x, x′)−p(y|x′) (4)
All language pairs,lexicon sizes, and number of sentences
are provide in Table II. The dictionary size of the three
methods is the alike. The figure 2 shown the work flow
diagram for word-to-word translation.

Fig. 2: work flow diagram

VI. Experiments Setup
1) Data Statistics
We have 240500 sentences translated from Myanmar

(Burmese) to other ethnic languages. Most of these

Burmese sentences are from the ASEAN-MT Parallel
Corpus (without name entity tags) [16], which is a par-
allel corpus in the travel domain. It contains six main
categories and they are people (greeting, introduction,
and communication), survival (transportation, accommo-
dation, and finance), food (food, beverage, and restau-
rant), fun (recreation, traveling, shopping and nightlife),
resource (number, time and accuracy), and special needs
(emergency and health). Translation between Myanmar
(Burmese) and other Ethnic languages are done by native
speakers as manual translation and those sentences are
checked by other native speakers. We used those parallel
corpus for word-to-word translation between them. Our
proposed system apply 100 sentences for every languages
as open test sentences and the rest of sentences from
parallel corpus used as training data.

2) Word Segmentation
The Writing style of the Burmese language and some

ethnic languages is written without spaces between words.
But spaces is used between phrases to make it easier to
read. In short sentences, spaces are not usually used. There
are no clear rules about where to apply space.
In this experiment, the sentences from the ASEAN-MT
Parallel Corpus were word segmented. The rules of myan-
mar word segmentation and some ethnic word segmenta-
tion are not similar. [17], [18] Therefore, a few rules are
used for word segmentation of soem ethnic languages. For
example, some rules of Pa’O languages and Shan languages
are as follow:
∗ space is put between the noun and the plural form of
the noun for Pa’O
∗ nouns are written similarly to English plural words for
Shan
∗ compound nouns are considered as one word for Pa’O
and Shan
The detail rules of word segmentation of Some ethin
languane are as followd:
In [22] explain the word segmentation rule for Myeik
Lanugae and the rules of Rakhine language are shown at
[33]. The segmentation rule of chin language is explain in
[24]. Word segmentation is done manually for all ethnic
languages .

3) The word-to-word Python Interface
[1]As part of releasing the dataset and making it

easily accessible and reproducible, we also introduce the
word-to-word Python package. The open-source package
provides an easy-to-use interface for both downloading
and accessing bilingual lexicons and building a custom
bilingual lexicon on other language pairs for which there
is a parallel corpus. Source code is available on PyPi as
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TABLE II: summary statistics for bilingual lexicons

Sources Languages Target Languages Lexicon Sizes Number of Sentences
my bk 9.4k 10722

my ch 14.4k 14983

my kc 10.7k 38173

my Ky 9.4k 10231

my mo 9.8k 8973

my pk 16.2k 19139

my po 16.2k 18354

my rk 16.5k 18373

my rw 3.5k 5376

my sh 15k 16533

my sk 20.9k 68571

bk my 9.6k 10722

ch my 5.7k 14983

kc my 4.6k 38173

ky my 11.3k 10231

mo my 9.6k 8973

pk my 19.7k 19139

po my 26.7k 18354

rk my 17.9k 18373

sh my 24k 16533

sk my 81.6k 68571

bk rk 9.6 10722

rk bk 9.9k 10722

kc rw 2.2k 10000

TABLE III: Human Evaluation between Myanmar(Burmese) and Some Ethnic languages

Sources Languages Target Languages co-occurrences PMI CPE
my bk 2.5% 7.2% 23.3%

bk my 2% 6% 18%

my po 13% 4.8% 7.42%

po my 14.9% 1.53% 13.5%

my rk 32.4% 11.2% 42.1%

rk my 11.6% 17% 39%

my sk 27.9% 2.4% 23.4%

sk my 21.2% 10% 22.5%

rk bk 3% 8.2% 22.1%

bk rk 8% 4% 19%

my pk 3% 8.2% 22.1%

pk my 8% 4% 19%
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https://pypi.org/project/word2word/.
You can access all the experiments we have done as
knowledge sharing at
https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/error-
overflow/blob/master/word2word_translation-exp-
log.md
https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/error-
overflow/blob/master/word-to-word-translation-exp-
for-ethnic-languages.md

VII. Evaluation
The proposed paper used three criteria for the evalu-

ation of the translation output. They are the standard
automatic evaluation metric Bilingual Evaluation Under-
study (BLEU), Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) and Human
evaluation. The word-to-word translations level are de-
termined based on the Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) rate.
When the input includes words which were not present in
a system’s dictionary or database during its preparation
[19], these words are call out of vocabulary(OOV). The
word-to-word translations level are determined based on
the OOV rate. BLUE score is the standard automatic eval-
uation metric Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
[20]. The BLEU score measures the precision of n-gram
concerning to a reference translation with a penalty for
short translations. Although our experiment is a word-to-
word translation, we use the blue score to determine the
evaluation of sentence level translation between Burmese
and other Ethnic languages. For some ethinc language
pairs, the human evaluation was checked to provide more
accurate results.

VIII. Results and Discussion
We consider lexicons with three approaches: co-

occurrences, PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) and
CPE (Controlled Predictived Effects), taking into ac-
count both monolingual and crosslingual or bilingual
co-occurrences. Building word-to-word lexicon with low-
resourced data helps to some extent for word-to-word level
translation. The lexicon building speed is also fast. There
were two types of evaluation: word-to-word translation,
which counts how many OOVs there are (that is, counting
how many OOVs can be translated) and the word-to-word
translation for each word is constructed as a sentence (ie
build as a sentence) and the BLEU score Calculating.
First, We compare the rate of OOV between Myan-
mar(Burmese) and other Ethnic languages based on three
approches co-occurrences, pointwise mutual information
(PMI), and co-occurrences with controlled predictive ef-
fects (CPE). The detail of OOV rate between Myan-
mar(Burmese) and other Ethnic languages are display in
Table IV. The OOV rates of all approaches are lowest in
Myanmar and S’gaw Karen, Myanmar and Mon, Kachin
and Myanmar, Myanmar and Kayah languages pairs. Es-
pecially in Myanmar and S’gaw Kayin, the OOV rate is 0.
Po’O and Myanmar language pair have highest OOV rate
and other languages pair have medium level OOV rate

between lowest and higrest OOV rate. The OOV rates of
all language pair are favorable in all approaches.
Then, we compaer Blue sorce between Myanmar(Burmese)
and other Ethnic languages based on three approches co-
occurrences, pointwise mutual information (PMI), and co-
occurrences with controlled predictive effects (CPE). The
BLUE scores of sentence level are not good level. In a
language pair like Myanmar-Rakhine, the BLEU score is
14, 15, but this very similar dialect is very effective if you
train SMTs at the same parallel corpus size. Some parallel-
data is not available and can not be used, especially at the
sentence level, depending on the corpus constructed. This
is not yet possible, especially in sentence-level translations,
depending on a lexicon built with little parallel-data.

1) Human Evalutaion
In this section, we provide the human evaluation results

for some Ethnic languages. We investigate the human
evalution for the output results from the word level trans-
lation. Table III are the details of the Ethinc language
pairs and results of human evaluation.

IX. Conclusion
This paper contribute the very first word-to-word

translation between Burmese and other Ethnic lan-
guages in both dierctions accorrding to the approches:co-
occurrences, PMI (Pointwise Mutual Information) and
CPE (Controlled Predictived Effects). The capabilities of
word-to-word translation are at an acceptable level in all
three approaches. The ability of sentences level translation
are poor quality or a low standard.
The current word-to-word evaluation has some points to
make. OOV% is calculated, but the actual translation is
not properly analyzed. The problem is that we do not
have a word-to-word dictionary ready to use. For human
evaluation, research funds are needed to seek the help of
native speakers (eg, those who understand Kachin, those
who understand Shan, those who understand Khyan, etc.)
for each language series. It also takes time. So, another
extension of the experiment is the phrase-level alignment
experiment, which translates between Burmese and Ethnic
languages. If we could increase the size of the current
parallel-corpus, Well done for drafting a bigger lexicon
that is actually more useful. So,data extension is require.
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TABLE IV: The OOV rate between Myanmar(Burmese) and other Ethnic languages words lexicons
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